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Preliminary Results to date:
1. Membrane with embedded sensors to detect Fe2+ /HCO3

- /CO3
2- and Fe3+ were

successfully developed by using PMMA and CA polymer films;
2. The color change stayed unchanged after immersing the sensor film in gas/oil in

atmospheric condition, indicating that no cleaning service is needed for the
application of the detection of color changes of the sensor film;

3. The expected force on the sensor film from the regular oil/gas flow (at 0.5 m/s)
was estimated to be around 8 N and from passing a cleaning pig was estimated
to be around 100 N, indicating that the cleaning service would control the sensor
size design;

4. The attached sensor film maintained their color and function during lab
simulated cleaning service, indicating that the sensor film can survive and
maintain functional when a cleaning/inspection pig passing.

Background and Objectives
This project proposes to develop a passive
colorimetric/fluorescent chemical sensor array
which is capable to work with fluorescent
cameras on ILI tools for locating and detecting
corrosive water inside metallic pipelines. The
sensor array will have several separate sensors in
a roll. In each sensor, specially designed organic
chemicals will be synergized inside polymer base
to detect the changes of one specific chemical
components inside oil/water environment such
as HCO3

- /CO3
2-, S2-, Fe3+, and H+, which are the

environmental parameters most important for
corrosion progressing.

Internal corrosion mechanisms 

Sensor Development & Experiments of Sensor Survivability in Oil/Water Environment
 Sensor films to detect Fe2+ and Fe3+ were successfully developed by writing chemical

sensing compounds inside PMMA/CA polymer films.
 To experimentally test the survivability of the sensor array, we successfully designed a

test procedure in laboratory to simulate and test the sensor performance when a PIG is
passing the sensor. Based on the designed tests, experiments were performed on some
possible example sensors under PIG activities.
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FEM Simulation of Sensor Survivability
Similar as in the experiments, a two-dimensional slice Finite Element Model (FEM)
was employed to analyze the passing of a regular oil/gas flow (at 0.5 m/s) and a
passage of a pigging process.

Deformation of sealing disk with PIG passing
Numerical analysis with Oil/gas flow 

passing the sensor film
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Sensor film color change as Fe3+ concentration changes
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